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Radiation

Harder (Grade B-A*)
 

Q1.          (a)     The chart gives the number of protons and neutrons within the nuclei of 7 different atoms, A – G.
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Which of these atoms are isotopes of the same element?
........................................................................................................................
Give a reason for your answer.
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
(2)



(b)     Radium-226 is a radioactive isotope that decays into radon gas by emitting alpha particles.
The decay can be represented by the equation below.
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(i)      Complete the equation by writing the correct number in each of the boxes.
(2)



(ii)     A sample of radium-226 has a count rate of 400 counts per second.
The half-life of radium-226 is 1600 years.
How long will it be before the count rate has fallen to 50 counts per second?
Show clearly how you work out your answer.
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
                                            Length of time = .............................. years
(2)



(c)     In 1927, a group of women who had been employed to paint watch faces with a luminous paint sued their former employer over the illnesses caused by the paint. The women had been told that the paint, which contained radium, was harmless.
The company owners and the scientists working for the company knew that radium was harmful and took precautions to protect themselves from the radiation. The women were given no protection.
What important issue did the treatment of the women by the company owners and scientists raise?
Draw a ring around your answer.
 
economic
environmental
ethical
social

Give a reason for your answer.
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
(2)



(d)     In the 1920s, many people, including doctors, thought that radium could be used as a treatment for a wide range of illnesses. Medical records that suggested radium could be harmful were generally ignored. When some of the women who had used the luminous paint died, their deaths were not blamed on radium.
Suggest a reason why the evidence suggesting that radium was harmful was generally ignored.
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
(1)
(Total 9 marks)
 


 Q2.Food irradiation is a process that exposes food to radiation. Irradiation can be used to kill the bacteria that cause food poisoning or to slow down the ripening of fresh fruit and vegetables. Frozen foods and food inside packaging can also be irradiated.
(a)     The table gives information about five radioactive isotopes.
 
Isotope
Half-life
Radiation emitted
Caesium-134
2.1 years
beta
Cobalt-60
5.3 years
gamma
Curium-242
160 days
alpha
Strontium-90
28 years
beta
Technetium-99
6 hours
gamma

Which of these radioactive isotopes would be most suitable for irradiating food?
........................................................................................................................
Explain the reasons for your choice.
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
(3)



(b)     Many people think that food should not be irradiated. Consumer groups have said that they are worried about the nutritional value and safety of eating irradiated foods.
(i)      Suggest one reason why some people may be concerned about the safety of eating irradiated food.
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)     Independent scientific committees in several countries, including Sweden, Canada and the UK, have concluded that it is safe to eat irradiated food.
These scientific committees need to be independent from government influence.
Suggest why.
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
(1)



(iii)    One group of scientists has compared the vitamin content of non-irradiated foods with irradiated foods.
The table below gives the data obtained for 1 kg of cooked chicken.
 
Vitamin
Non-irradiated food
in milligrams
Irradiated food
in milligrams
B6
1.22
1.35
B12
21.00
28.00
E
3.30
2.15
Niacin
58.00
55.50
Riboflavin
2.10
2.25

Considering only the data in the table, is it valid to conclude that irradiated food is less nutritional than non-irradiated food?
Explain your answer.
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
(2)



(iv)     In a restaurant, meals with ingredients that have been irradiated must be clearly identified on the menu.
It is important that people eating in a restaurant are given this information.
Suggest why.
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
(1)



(c)     The isotope caesium-137 decays by emitting beta radiation.
Caesium-137 has a half-life of 30 years.
(i)      What is a beta particle, and from which part of an atom is a beta particle emitted?
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)     A sample containing caesium-137 has a count rate of 600 counts per minute.
Calculate how long it would take for the count rate from the sample to fall to 75 counts per minute.
Show clearly how you work out your answer.
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
                             Time taken = .................................................. years
(2)
(Total 11 marks)
 Q3.          A beta particle is a high-energy electron.
(i)      Which part of an atom emits a beta particle?
....................................................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)      How does the composition of an atom change when it emits a beta particle?
....................................................................................................................................
(1)
(Total 2 marks)
Q4.          (a)     Carbon has three naturally occurring isotopes. The isotope, carbon-14, is radioactive.
An atom of carbon-14 decays by emitting a beta particle.
(i)      Complete the following sentences.
The atoms of the three carbon isotopes are the same as each other because
...............................................................................................................
The atoms of the three carbon isotopes are different from each other because
...............................................................................................................
(2)



(ii)     What is a beta particle and from what part of an atom is it emitted?
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
(1)



(b)     Carbon-14 is constantly being made in the atmosphere, yet for most of the last million years, the amount of carbon-14 in the atmosphere has not changed.
How is this possible?
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
(1)



(c)     Trees take in carbon-12 and carbon-14 from the atmosphere. After the tree dies, the proportion of carbon-14 that the tree contains decreases.
Graph A shows the decay curve for carbon-14.
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(i)      Lake Cuicocha in Ecuador was formed after a volcanic eruption.
Carbon taken from a tree killed by the eruption was found to have a count rate of 10.5 counts per minute.
At the time of the eruption, the count rate would have been 16 counts per minute.
Use graph A to find the age of Lake Cuicocha.
                Age of Lake Cuicocha = ............................................. years
(1)



(ii)     Finding the age of organic matter by measuring the proportion of carbon-14 that it contains is called carbon dating. This technique relies on the ratio of carbon-14 to carbon-12 in the atmosphere remaining constant. However, this ratio is not constant so the age found by carbon dating needs to be adjusted.
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Graph B is used to adjust the age of an object found by carbon dating.
The value obtained from graph B will be no more than 50 years different to the true age of the object.
Use graph B and the information above to find the maximum age that Lake Cuicocha could be.
Show clearly how you obtain your answer.
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
                Maximum age of Lake Cuicocha = ............................. years
(2)
(Total 7 marks)
 


 



Q5.          (a)     A radioactive source emits alpha (α), beta (β) and gamma (γ) radiation.
(i)      Which two types of radiation will pass through a sheet of card?
...........................................................................................................................
(1)
(ii)     Which two types of radiation would be deflected by an electric field?
...........................................................................................................................
(1)
(iii)     Which type of radiation has the greatest range in air?
...........................................................................................................................
(1)



(b)     A student suggests that the radioactive source should be stored in a freezer at – 20 °C. The student thinks that this would reduce the radiation emitted from the source.
Suggest why the student is wrong.
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
(1)



(c)     Phosphorus-32 is a radioactive isotope that emits beta radiation.
(i)      How is an atom of phosphorus-32 different from an atom of the stable isotope phosphorus-31?
...........................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)     The graph shows how the count rate of a sample of phosphorus-32 changes with time.
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         Use the graph to calculate the half-life of phosphorus-32.
         Show clearly how you used the graph to obtain your answer.
...........................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
Half-life = ....................................... days
(2)



(iii)     Plants use phosphorus compounds to grow. Watering the root system of a plant with a solution containing a phosphorus-32 compound can help scientists to understand the growth process.
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         Explain why phosphorus-32 is suitable for use as a tracer in this situation.
...........................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
(2)
(Total 9 marks)
 Q6.          In 1986, a nuclear reactor exploded in a power station at Chernobyl in the Ukraine.
(a)     The table gives information about some of the radioactive substances released into the air by the explosion.
 
Radioactive
substance
Half-life
Type of radiation
emitted
Iodine-131
8 days
beta and gamma
Caesium-134
2 years
beta
Caesium-137
30 years
beta

(i)      How is the structure of a caesium-134 atom different from the structure of a caesium-137 atom?
..........................................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)     What is a beta particle and from which part of an atom is a beta particle emitted?
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
(1)



(iii)     Once a radioactive substance is dissolved in rainwater, it can enter the food chain.
         Following the Chernobyl explosion, some milk supplies were found to be radioactive.
         If one litre of milk contaminated with iodine-131 gives a count rate of 400 counts/second, how long will it take for the count rate to fall to 25 counts/second?
Show clearly how you work out your answer.
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
Time taken = ................................................. days
(2)



(iv)    After 20 years, the caesium-137 emitted into the atmosphere is a more serious problem than the iodine-131.
Explain why.
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
(2)



(b)     The bar chart compares the incidence of thyroid cancer in Ukrainian children, aged 0–14 years, before and after the Chernobyl explosion.
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          Of the children that developed thyroid cancer, 64% lived in the areas most contaminated by the radiation.



          Considering this data, can you be certain that a child who developed thyroid cancer between 1986 and 1990 did so because of the Chernobyl explosion?
Explain the reason for your answer.
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
(2)



(c)     In 1991, some scientists compared the health of two groups of people: a control group and a group that had been exposed to the radiation from Chernobyl.
What people would have been in the control group?
....................................................................................................................................
(1)



(d)     Although there are some risks associated with nuclear power stations, it is likely that new ones will be built.
Give two reasons to justify the use of nuclear power.
1 .................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
2 .................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
(2)
(Total 11 marks)
Q7.          (a)     Alpha particles (α), beta particles (β) and gamma rays (γ) are types of nuclear radiation.



(i)      Which of the three types of radiation is the most strongly ionising?
...........................................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)     What effect does nuclear radiation have on living cells?
...........................................................................................................................
(1)



(b)     The diagrams show a G-M tube and counter used to measure the radiation emitted from a source. Both diagrams show the reading on the counter one minute after it was switched on.
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          Explain why the counter readings show that the source is giving out only gamma radiation.
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
(2)



(c)     The box gives information about the radioactive isotope technetium-99.
Type of radiation emitted: gamma
Half-life: 6 hours
Used as a medical tracer

What is meant by the term half-life?
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
(1)



(d)     To study the blood flow in a patient’s lungs, a doctor injects a small quantity of a technetium-99 compound into the patient. The radiation emitted by the technetium-99 atoms is detected outside the patient’s body.
          Explain why a doctor would not use a radioactive isotope with a very short half-life, such as 2 seconds, as a medical tracer.
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
(2)
(Total 7 marks)
 Q8.          Read the information in the box and then answer the questions.
 
Igneous rocks contain potassium-40. This is a radioactive isotope. It has a half-life of 1300 million years.
Potassium-40 decays into argon-40 which is stable.
Argon escapes from molten rock. Any argon found in an igneous rock must have been produced since the rock solidified.
A sample of an igneous rock has one atom of potassium-40 for every three atoms of argon-40.
 


(i)      What fraction of the potassium-40 has not yet decayed?
.....................................................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)      Calculate the age of the rock.
.....................................................................................................................................
Age of rock = .............................................. million years
(1)
(Total 2 marks)
 Q9.          (a)     The graph shows how a sample of barium-143, a radioactive isotope with a short half-life, decays with time.
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(i)      What is meant by the term isotope?
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)     What is meant by the term half-life?
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
(1)



(iii)     Use the graph to find the half-life of barium-143.
Half-life = .............................. seconds
(1)



(b)     Humans take in the radioactive isotope carbon-14 from their food. After their death, the proportion of carbon-14 in their bones can be used to tell how long it is since they died. Carbon-14 has a half-life of 5700 years.
(i)      A bone in a living human contains 80 units of carbon-14. An identical bone taken from a skeleton found in an ancient burial ground contains 5 units of carbon-14. Calculate the age of the skeleton. Show clearly how you work out your answer.
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
Age of skeleton = .............................. years
(2)



(ii)     Why is carbon-14 unsuitable for dating a skeleton believed to be about 150 years old?
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
(1)



(c)     The increased industrial use of radioactive materials is leading to increased amounts of radioactive waste. Some people suggest that radioactive liquid waste can be mixed with water and then safely dumped at sea. Do you agree with this suggestion? Explain the reason for your answer.
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
(3)
(Total 9 marks)


##
          (a)     The table shows the half-life of some radioactive isotopes.
Radioactive isotope
Half-life
magnesium-27
10 minutes
sodium-24
15 hours
sulphur-35
87 days
cobalt-60
5 years
 


(i)      What is meant by the term radioactive?
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
(1)



(ii)     Which one of the isotopes in the table could form part of a compound to be used as a tracer in medicine? Explain the reason for your choice.
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
(3)



(iii)     Draw a graph to show how the number of radioactive atoms present in the isotope cobalt-60 will change with time.
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(3)



(b)     Nuclear power stations provide about 17% of the world’s electricity. They add less than 1% to the total background levels of radiation. Some people are opposed to the use of nuclear fuels for the generation of electricity. Explain why.
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
(3)
(Total 10 marks)
 Radiation-Mark scheme
 

M1.          (a)     B E G
all 3 required and no other
any order
1



same number of / 88 protons (and different numbers of neutrons)
same number of electrons is insufficient
1



(b)     (i)      222
1



86
1



(ii)     4800
allow 1 mark for obtaining 3 half-lives
2



(c)     ethical
1



deceived / lied to (about safety of working conditions)
accept (women) not warned of the dangers
given no protection is insufficient
or
value own / scientists' lives more than womenor
did not treat women humanely
1



(d)     accept any sensible suggestion
eg
too many interests in continued use of radium
evidence may cause public unrest
do not accept not enough evidence
doctors not want to be blamed for illnesses (caused by radium)
accept doctors not wanting to be sued (for harm caused by using radium)
doctors thought (possible) benefits outweighed (possible) risks
do not accept did not know radium could be harmful
believe radium could treat illnesses is insufficient
1
[9]
 M2.         (a)     cobalt-(60)
1



gamma (radiation) will pass through food / packaging
this can score if technetium chosen
1



long half-life so level of radiation (fairly) constant for (a number) of years
this can score if strontium / caesium is chosen
accept long half-life so source does not need frequent replacement
accept answers in terms of why alpha and beta cannot be used
gamma kills bacteria is insufficient
1



(b)     (i)      people may link the use of radiation with illness / cancer
accept (they think) food becomes radioactive
accept (they think) it is harmful to them
‘it’ refers to irradiated food
1



(ii)     not biased / influenced (by government views)
1



(iii)    any two from:
•    data refers only to (cooked) chicken
•    data may not generalise to other foods
•    the content of some vitamins increases when food / chicken is irradiated
•    no vitamins are (completely) destroyed
•    (only) two vitamins decrease (but not significantly)
accept irradiated chicken / food contains a higher level of vitamins
marks are for the explanation only
2



(iv)     so can choose to eat / not eat that (particular) food
accept irradiated food may cause health problems (for some people)
accept people may have ethical issues(over eating irradiated food)
1



(c)     (i)      electron
from nucleus / neutron
both parts required
1



(ii)     90 years
allow 1 mark for showing 3 half-lives
2
[11]
M3.          (i)      nucleus / neutron
do not accept shells or orbits
1
(ii)      neutron changes to a proton or number of neutrons goes down 1
and the number of protons goes up by 1
do not accept becomes positive
1
[2]
 M4.         (a)      (i)     number of protons are the same
accept atomic number / number of electrons for number of protons
1



number of neutrons are different
accept mass numbers are different – only if the first mark is awarded
1



(ii)     an electron from the nucleus
both parts needed
1



(b)     decays at the same rate as it is made
accept decays as fast as it is made
accept absorbed / used by plants (in CO2) at same rate as it is being made
1



(c)     (i)      3500
no tolerance
1



(ii)     adjusted age correctly obtained from the graph
accept values between 3700–3800 inclusive
accept their (c)(i) used correctly to obtain an adjusted age from the graph
1



adjusted age +50
second mark can only be scored if first mark awarded
if no working shown an answer between 3750–3850 inclusive scores both marks
note: any line or mark made on the graph counts as working out
1
[7]
 M5.          (a)     (i)      beta and gamma
both answers required
accept correct symbols
1



(ii)     alpha and beta
both answers required
accept correct symbols
1



(iii)     gamma
accept correct symbol
1



(b)     nothing (you do to a radioactive substance / source) changes the
count rate / activity / rate of decay / radiation (emitted)
accept it = radiation emitted
          or (reducing) the temperature does not change the activity / count rate / rate of decay / radiation (emitted)
1



(c)     (i)      has one more neutron
correct answer only
1



(ii)     14 days
no tolerance
allow 1 mark for showing a correct method on the graph
2



(iii)     any two from:
•        beta particles / radiation can be detected externally
•        beta particles / radiation can pass out of / through the plant
•        long half-life gives time for phosphorus to move through
the plant / be detected / get results
•        phosphorus-32 is chemically identical to phosphorus-31
•        phosphorus-32 is used in the same way by a plant
as phosphorus-31
2
[9]
 M6.          (a)     (i)      3 fewer neutrons
accept fewer neutrons
accept different number of neutrons
do not accept different number of electrons
1



(ii)     electron from the nucleus
both points needed
1



(iii)     32 (days)
allow 1 mark for clearly obtaining 4 half-lives
2



(iv)    has a much longer half-life
accept converse answers in terms of iodine-131
accept it has not reached one half-life yet
1
         little decay happened / still in the atmosphere
accept it is still decaying
1



(b)     any two from:
marks are for reasons
•        some children developed TC before 1986
•        some children (after 1986) that developed TC did not live
in highly contaminated areas
•        the (large) increase can (only) be explained by (a large
increase in) radiation as caused by Chernobyl
•        all areas would be contaminated (and raise the risk of TC)
•        no evidence (of effect) of other variables
2



(c)     People not exposed (to the radiation but who were otherwise similar)
accept people not affected (by the radiation)
1



(d)     any two from:
answers should be in terms of nuclear power and not why we should not use other fuels
•        produce no pollutant / harmful gases
accept named gas or greenhouse gases
do not accept no pollution
•        produces a lot of energy for a small mass (of fuel) or
is a concentrated energy source
accept amount for mass
accept high energy density
•        it is reliable or
it can generate all of the time
•        produces only a small volume of (solid) waste
accept amount for volume
2
[11]
 M7.          (a)     (i)      alpha
1
(ii)     damages them / changes DNA
accept kills them / destroys
accept causes cancer
accept causes cell mutations
do not accept they ionise cells on its own
1



(b)     count is (roughly) the same
1
gamma is not affected by magnetic field
accept magnet for magnetic field
1
or
          alpha and beta are deflected by a magnetic field (1)
count would go down significantly (1)



(c)     time taken for number of nuclei to halve
do not accept time for radioactivity to halve
or
time taken for count rate to fall to half
(its initial value)
do not accept time for nuclei to halve
1



(d)     not enough time to take measurements / make observations
1
before level of radiation became insignificant
1
[7]
M8.          (i)      file_20.png
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accept 0.25 or 25%
1
(ii)      2600
if answer to (c)(i) is ½ then accept 1300
1
[2]
 M9.          (a)     (i)      element with equal number of protons, different number neutrons
or
same atomic/proton number different mass/nuclear number
1



(ii)     time taken for activity or count rate or number of nuclei to decrease to half
accept parents atoms or radioactive isotope
do not accept time taken for radioactivity/substance/ material to halve
1
(iii)     12 (s)
1



          (b)     (i)      22800 (years)
allow 1 mark for iterative steps 80-40-20-10-5 or statement of 4 half-lives
2



(ii)     decay (of carbon 14) over 150 years is insignificant
accept very little decay
accept change is too small
1



(c)     either argument gains full credit
accept any 3 valid points from for and/or against arguments
FOR
          – massive dilution of waste
– reduces concentration (within a given volume) to insignificant levels
– distant from habitation



AGAINST
          – pollution (of the sea/beach)
– mutation or harm caused to living things (animals/plants)
– effect on food chain
– long period of time necessary
3
[9]
 M10.          (a)     (i)      an unstable nucleus or atom or isotope
accept nucleus has too much energy
         an atom or nucleus or isotope which decays
1



(ii)     sodium – 24
if Mg-27 chosen can get third mark if explained
         sufficiently long to allow circulation and take readings
         short enough that levels of radiation in the body will become insignificant
quickly
3



(iii)     each axis is given a linear scale
1
curve concave to axes drawn
1
         (curve) shows correct half-life of five years
must show two half lives check first two plotted points correct to file_22.png
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 half square
1



(b)     any three points from the following:
•        waste remains radioactive for a long time or waste has to be disposed of
•        waste may leak from its storage point
•        possibility of accident at power station or in transport of fuel



•        contamination of the local environment
•        people living close to a power station may have a greater risk of
developing cancer or leukaemia
accept harmful to people
•        high cost to decommission power station
do not accept expensive
3
[10]
 


 



